
04033: "a rather happy month with very little moments of low energy despite the 

fact that it is my first christmas holiday without my wife and kid but really now 

having most glorious days with jacek and his friends after all the readjustments of 

my trip to poland and then a rather quiet week running around printing my works in 

krakow and eventually also having a good time with other friends but finally 

feeling rather exhausted of social life particularly on my way back to sweden and 

to academia where really i hav trying to be alone and finally found peace in all 

the philosophical readings for my new courses" 

03056: "songs heard from the beginning from my mother who was singing in our 

family mountain cabin to my sister small kid and then songs mostly heard while in 

poland with jacek's friends celebrating new years eve in a cabin on the hills and 

singing together in the kitchen or down in the basement dancing old hits and then 

on the car trip back to krakow but also in krakow at various cafés and with 

jacek's cousin the italian school teacher with whom we listened to many italian 

oldies i almost forgot about and were a new entry in my record of songs despite 

they have marked an age in my childhood but also songs we children son we sung 

with her students and then back to sweden hearing songs from the radio now while 

training in the university gym"

14069: "in the beautiful andalucia getting inspired by the mountains and sea 

landscape, the churches but also by the time spent driving and on the airplane to 

then go back in our country house in sweden  where i felt rather frustrated 

manifesting this through several pornographic ideas but also surrounded by the 

nature such as the cows and the insects and the golf players typical of the place 

not to mention the forest where i have attempted to camp"

14070: "in the old prussia getting inspired by the soviet cities but particularly 

again of all the flight and airplanes i had to take to then reach my native alps 

and getting many ideas there from the natural landscape but also in a roller 

coaster theme park where i spent the day with my son and his mother to then spend 

a day on an hot beach of lake garda getting quite some ideas there with all the 

people sun bathing and from there back to the less inspiring life in sweden where 

the harvest time had come"

12064: "more irregular now my checking of the news since i don't have an internet 

connection in my studio/apartment yet checking it at work and also hearing about 

for instance the disco fire killing hundreds on the metro but also on a public 

television where the french intervention in mali was broad-casted aside from it 

the usual terror attacks in the middle east making few casualties"

08038: "a fable conceived in the attic of jacek's father tedeus in krekow while 

being surrounded by many of his religious figures and crosses and all the still 

alive religion experienced in churches and monasteries still alive with monks and 

nuns describing this bird which is orange like the ones i used to experience in 

north america but then also changes colors picking different new meanings like



that of buddhist monk to that of a japanese emperor where he becomes the red sun 

himself and later refiguring the japanese second war world push towards america 

and the bomb picked like a mushroom by a god turned to a devil which contrary to 

the legend require his divine state by falling rather than becoming lucifer and at 

last the story connects back to the beginning with the crucifixions of his sons 

angels devils and the use of the crosses as paddles to finally reach the easter 

island where easter can be ultimated"

01109: "in krakow almost half of the first month in jacek's family house feeling a 

bit frustrated of too much socializing and thus setting off doing grocery and 

cooking and washing my clothes but also making myself look nice but then turning 

hard into my project and production of my first drawing books spending much time 

at the print shop fixing up files with my own laptop and preparing models of a 

long banner of faces for a possible exhibition prior moving back to stockholm 

where i also there do grocery and cooking for my kid and start commuting quite 

allot using the blue card to access the public transport but also now using much 

my phone to annotate not only ideas but things i find interesting in the many 

texts i have to read which i try to compensate now getting back to my usual 

routine  of  also  analogue  producing  my  drawings  and  the  painting  i  did  not 

accomplish for long after traveling anyhow ending up doing quite many office 

routines like printing and stapling and organizing the mass of papers from the 

various mandatory courses"

16044: "leaving the humid and cloudy continental europe to find extremely bright 

weather in stockholm with the temperature going well below zero and reaching also 

far below with totally bright skies followed by a period of warmer temperature 

going over zero degrees and bringing clouds and shitty weather but then eventually 

at last getting cold and very bright again"

18040: "with the temperatures far below zero almost no wind perceived except for a 

short period of a warm southern wind which has soon being replaced once again by 

colder weather and absolutely almost no wind"

05043: "after all the walking during the winter holidays and in krakow where I 

was mostly going from meeting to meeting and considering the problem of my left 

knee i walked considerably less this month also because of the very cold weather 

and the flu but did manage to walk to do grocery for my kid and his mother on the 

mall along the rail road and took my kid a couple of times in the city mostly 

around a park where i used to take him when he was little but also did manage to 

walk at last on a beautiful day on a frozen lake and make it on top of a small 

mountain there"

07029: "a painting conceived in my new apartment studio now that the situation 

has been stabilized and i no longer have to put my painting in process away but 

can leave it hanging on the wall and thus finally i was able to paint with the 

board standing vertically as i have always wished since it is in this position



that the outcome of the project, the resulting drapes are meant to be shown 

meantime i also have been working more on mixing different colour in the same 

background and rather simplifying the palette of the layers interlacing each other 

resulting in only four main ones which again shift slightly in tonality having 

myself work harder on giving them different nuances"

02110: "pretty good nights of sleep in my new apartment living alone now after 

the traveling down south which has still particularly a repercussion with all the 

german and polish cities and environments i dream of but also dreaming about my 

family and my native environment which i also recently visited not to mention that 

this very environment where i now live is also quite affecting me with all the 

immigrants and my fear of bringing my kid here nonetheless also dreaming of some 

new girlfriend or a new pretty and young girl to kiss aside from some ugly one 

which i make love to with much hesitation"

10050: "at the sea side in kalingrad living in a old german town by the beach and 

meeting up with more workshop facilitator from sweden but also a drunk russian man 

celebrating a wedding in the hotel and a group of activists doing interventions in 

an old forest that is doomed to be cut down and here also meeting a dutch artist 

specialized in forestry and also a professor of my old american jewish girlfriend" 

04_034: "quite good air quality although i mostly kept indoor apart for a sunny 

weekend and some cloudy days spent more in the city roaming with my kid and going 

through a bit of the city traffic"

04034: "some pretty nice days alone outside in the sun walking and feeling most 

good but also some low energy days going to work and then be in my ex apartment 

attending to her house and my kid with whom i also had some very nice excursions in 

the city and some nice time even here in the south of town walking and also 

quite nice moments meeting up with old friends going to performances and even 

doing a performance with goralski who brought some energy despite the depressing 

gray winter weather"

12065: "beside still fighting in syria and bombing in other parts of the middle 

east there were quite a few blasts mostly in asia and a small insurrection in 

thailand but also one small tsunami in the solomon islands making a few casualties 

as much as a few casualties made in belgium with an air crash which i read of 

scatter once again not having an internet connection at home but mostly using the 

computer in my office at the university"




